THE NEXT NORMAL

Millions of us have been participating in a global
“Work from Home Experiment.” The way we used to
do things, “Work” was an office or a place. In this next
normal, a hybrid workplace will exist between home and
the office. Plus, we’ll see an increased need to travel
safely in between, carrying your tools with you.

Work from Home: Home office set up. Good, better,
best scenarios.
The New Workspace: The new office layout with social
distancing and hygiene solutions.
Sustainable Travel: Health and wellness. Cycling, riding
or walking to work.
Whatever your employees’/your customers’ situation,
let us help you REIMAGINE the workspace.

REIMAGINE YOUR WORKSPACE AT HOME…
Space limitations and available accessories can impact any work-from-home set-up. Whether employees have their own
dedicated workspace or find themselves working at the kitchen table, here are some recommended solutions to make the
space efficient and effective.

LAPTOP-ONLY SET-UP
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1. Spy Guard Webcam Cover – 3 Pack
AWH012US | $9.99
Block prying eyes from accessing your
webcam with a cover that slides open
and closed effortlessly.

5. 4-Port USB 2.0 Hub
ACH114US | $18.99
Connect up to four electronic devices on
any laptop with this plug-in USB 2.0 hub
that's sleek and travel friendly.

2. 17" Dual Fan Lap Chill Mat™
AWE55US | $39.99
Protect your lap or work surface from
heat with a laptop cooling mat that
features a ventilated design, plus two
built-in fans for optimal air flow.

3. KB55 Multi-Platform Bluetooth® Keyboard
AKB55TT | $19.99
Made to travel, this multi-platform
keyboard is more compact than a
standard keyboard and will connect to
your smartphone or laptop thanks to its
Bluetooth® 3.0 wireless connection.

4. B580 Bluetooth® Mouse
AMB580TT | $21.99
Navigate, point, and click with this easy
gliding mouse. With its 1,600 DPI optical
sensor and three buttons controls, this
mouse puts productivity at your fingertips.

1 MONITOR + LAPTOP SET-UP
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1. Spy Guard Webcam Cover – 3 Pack
AWH012US | $9.99
Block prying eyes from accessing your
webcam with a cover that slides open
and closed effortlessly.

2. Single Video USB-C Travel Dock
DOCK412USZ | $99.99
Expand your laptop into a workstation
by plugging into one of the VGA, Mini
DisplayPort, or HDMI output video ports
and peripherals into the two USB-A ports.

5. B580 Bluetooth® Mouse
AMB580TT | $21.99
Navigate, point, and click with this easy
gliding mouse. With its 1,600 DPI optical
sensor and three buttons controls, this
mouse puts productivity at your fingertips.

6. 90W AC Semi-Slim Universal
Laptop Charger
ACH114US | $18.99
Ideal as a back-up or a replacement
adapter, this slim 90W power adapter is
designed to support most brand with its
interchangeable tip system.
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3. 17" Dual Fan Lap Chill Mat™
AWE55US | $39.99
Protect your lap or work surface from
heat with a laptop cooling mat that
features a ventilated design, plus two
built-in fans for optimal air flow.

4. KB55 Multi-Platform Bluetooth® Keyboard
AKB55TT | $19.99
Made to travel, this multi-platform
keyboard is more compact than a
standard keyboard and will connect to
your smartphone or laptop thanks to its
Bluetooth® 3.0 wireless connection.

2 MONITORS + LAPTOP SET-UP
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1. USB-C Universal DV4K Docking Station
with 100W Power Delivery
DOCK190USZ | $299.99
Get the most out of your workstation
with two ultra-high-def monitors plus
integrated power and charging for most
USB-C laptops up to 100 watts.

2. Spy Guard Webcam Cover – 3 Pack
AWH012US | $9.99
Block prying eyes from accessing your
webcam with a cover that slides open
and closed effortlessly.

3. 17" Dual Fan Lap Chill Mat™
AWE55US | $39.99
Protect your lap or work surface from
heat with a laptop cooling mat that
features a ventilated design, plus two
built-in fans for optimal air flow.

5. KB55 Multi-Platform Bluetooth® Keyboard
AKB55TT | $19.99
Made to travel, this multi-platform
keyboard is more compact than a
standard keyboard and will connect to
your smartphone or laptop thanks to its
Bluetooth® 3.0 wireless connection.

6. B580 Bluetooth® Mouse
AMB580TT | $21.99
Navigate, point, and click with this easy
gliding mouse. With its 1,600 DPI optical
sensor and three buttons controls, this
mouse puts productivity at your fingertips.

7. 90W AC Semi-Slim Universal
Laptop Charger
ACH114US | $18.99
Ideal as a back-up or a replacement
adapter, this slim 90W power adapter is
designed to support most brand with its
interchangeable tip system.

4. Numeric Keypad
AKP10US | $27.99
Type in and calculate numbers
effortlessly with a portable keypad
that ensures efficient results right at
the fingertips.

REIMAGINE YOUR WORKSPACE AT THE OFFICE…
As offices re-open to employees, there are plenty of conversations being had about how the office environment might
change. Taller walls or clear dividers may be implemented. Desktop cleanliness and distancing will be key, and outfitting
workstations with new accessories will be crucial to reducing risk. Consider reducing such risk by providing an accessory
tool kit for each user.
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1. 15.6" Cypress Hero Backpack
with EcoSmart®
TBB586GL | $89.99
Made from recycled water bottles, this
pack is thoughtfully designed to protect
your work essentials while also protecting
the environment.

2. KB55 Multi-Platform Bluetooth® Keyboard
AKB55TT | $19.99
Made to travel, this multi-platform
keyboard is more compact than a
standard keyboard and will connect to
your smartphone or laptop thanks to its
Bluetooth® 3.0 wireless connection.

3. B580 Bluetooth® Mouse
AMB580TT | $21.99
Navigate, point, and click with this easy
gliding mouse. With its 1,600 DPI optical
sensor and three buttons controls, this
mouse puts productivity at your fingertips.

4. Privacy Screens
We readily make privacy screens for
tablets, laptops, and monitors from 9.7"
to 30". Find the right solution for the right
device online at:
us.targus.com/pages/accessory-finder

CHECK OUT ALL THE LATEST.…
In news, industry insights, product announcements and more.

WEBINARS
Sign up for our latest series or watch our previous
webinars 24/7 on-demand.

Sign Up Here!

BLOGS & CASE STUDIES
Discover Targus and explore the Targus solutions for
your technology, career, lifestyle, and travel needs.

Learn More

GO SOCIAL
Follow us on Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube, and Instagram
for exciting announcements, product updates and more.
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